
The Empire Report - Saturday, May 6, 2023 - Race Recap

Race 1 - POINTOMYGRANSON made an easy lead then opened a seat for MIKEY CAMDEN behind
him, let MINGO JOEL take over after a hot :26.4 opener and tracked that one from the pocket, found room
inside once into the stretch and was able to rally on by for the sharp victory. MINGO JOEL didn't leave all
that sharply but was able to reach the top after the hot opening quarter, avoided pressure to the final turn,
didn't keep the inside closed into the stretch and that allowed the winner to roll by him to the wire - sharp in
defeat while up in class for his new barn. MIKEY CAMDEN dropped into the pocket on turn one but was
back to 3rd past the quarter, had no room at all into the stretch but did look like he had plenty of pace!
PROVOCATIVEPRINCEN moved out from 5th on turn three but could only challenge for 3rd to 3/4s, got
a bit closer on the final bend and did keep trying to the wire - wasn't bad at all for 4th. DANCING JOE was
outleft and away 4th, swung wide on the final turn but could only pace home evenly - wasn't bad. ALWAYS
BETTER got away last and never varied

Race 2 - VILLAGE JADE was outleft by a couple and got away 3rd, looked to quarter move but had to
wait for PURAMERI to retake from DBLDELITEBRIGADE N before taking over from that one past turn
two, fended off HP XANADU to the top of the lane then safely held off the tripsitter to the wire - not sure
she was all that sharp tonight...but she was sharp enough to beat these. PURAMERI was used hard early
and yielded twice before ending up with the two hole trip, stayed right there all the way and chased the
heavy favorite home gamely for 2nd - back to back sharp miles. HP XANADU was first over from 4th at
the half, battled with the winner to the final turn before weakening once they hit the homestretch - safely
held 3rd in a decent try. CHELSKI inherited 3rd from a "bolter" on turn two, worked hard to stay close to
3/4s and just wasn't very good tonight (even though 4th). FEELIN RED HOT was out 2nd over from turn
three, started to gap to 3/4s and was just no good at all off the long layoff! DBLDELITEBRIGADE N made
the top off turn one, allowed a retake to the quarter but suddenly just bolted turn two while in the pocket
(attributed to an equipment issue).

Race 3 - KELE KELE was fast off the gate and right to the top, cut a solid half then met up with heavily
favored LYDEO to the final turn, fought that one off into the stretch then dug in late to hold off one last
challenger to secure the victory....her 3rd in a row! SOMESWEETSOMEWHERE left to a spot in 3rd. took
over the pocket when LYDEO popped out to 3/4s, angled clear into the stretch and was gaining late,
making things close at the wire - continues to race well! LYDEO got away in the winner's pocket, popped
out to 3/4 to come after that one, was rebuffed into the stretch and had to settle for a disappointing 3rd (as
the 2/5 choice). CLEAR THE WAY came out from 5th on turn three and up into 4th to 3/4s, pacing ok to
the end behind the top trio. CATIE FAYE HANOVER had a slow start and had no chance...but really wasn't
bad. BETTING HANNAH failed to function for her new barn

Race 4 - COALITION HANOVER had to be used hard to make the top to turn two, did enjoy things his
own way after that and proved a much-the-best winner, drawing off once into the stretch! COPPER TEEN
took over past turn one then released the winner to turn two, stayed with that one to the top of the lane but
weakened from there, all out just to hold the place spot. STELLAR YANKEE saved ground to move up to
4th to 3/4s, was clear into the stretch and rallied to nab the show spot, not far off 2nd - definitely took
advantage of the inside trip. MAKE MY DEO flew off the wings from Post 8 and right to the top, yielded
and was back to 3rd by turn two, tried to hang in there into the homestretch but did weaken a bit, settling
for 4th - not bad from the 8 hole, though! STRIKING IMPACT was off slowly despite some urging, ended
up 2nd over at the half but was killed by horrendous cover and soon had to move three wide, could only get
up to 4th by the final turn then paced evenly the rest of the way - willing to give him a pass after a terrible
trip. SOUTHWIND BRONN took off the gate and sat in the back, never getting involved tonight. JUM
BLUE was out 3rd over at the half but lost all chance when stuck in that horrific flow, tried to advance wide
from the back but tired once into the stretch. BLOODHOUND finished way back in his last pair yet
MacDonald elected to pull him first over to the half at 45-1...and predictably, he finished distanced

Race 5 - THE LAST CHAPTER negated his Post 8 draw when sent right out to the front, ignored the
parked UP HELLY AA and left that one parked, grabbed a modest 3/4s for himself and had plenty left to
complete the 15-1 wire to wire upset - beautiful drive from Siegelman, especially rating him enough to



have plenty in the tank for the drive home! INFINITY STONE got away in the winner's pocket, couldn't
have asked for a better trip but was simply no match at the end - no excuses. DOUBLE DEALING sat 3rd
all the way, was clear into the stretch and trotted well to the end for the show spot - much better than last
week. D P ROCKET saved ground all the way, was clear for the drive home and easily bested a weak back
bunch for 4th (while no threat at all to the top trio). IM THE MUSCLE came out 3rd over to turn three
behind a pair of parked rivals, dropped back to the cones in 7th, was off the cones again before 3/4s but
never got anywhere near the action. UP HELLY AA was instantly looped by the winner then parked by that
one after trying to trot up to the lead, did hang in for almost 3/4s but understandably tired after that. DOWN
THE PIKE MIKE was instantly looped by the winner as well and had to back off to race behind the
OTHER parked horse to the quarter, tried to go wide on the final turn but was already spent himself.
MUFASA AS broke before the start

Race 6 - HIGH FASHION STAR backed off into 4th on turn one, pulled first over to turn three and was a
closer 2nd by the final turn, looked the favorite in the eye and paced right on by once into the stretch,
drawing off easily to pay $9 as the 2nd choice! COALFORDSNSHINE GB made an easy lead then crawled
to the half in :58.3, picked things up to 3/4s then finally felt the winner coming on the final turn, SHOULD
have had plenty left for the drive home but just didn't tonight, giving way without much of a fight as the 1/5
choice! FROMAKINGTOAQUEEN came out to be a loose 2nd over to 3/4s, kicking home steadily for 3rd
in a solid local debut. CHEESEY LADY gapped a bit in 3rd to the slow half, sat the cones and was a dull
4th tonight. EVERDEEN sat the two hole trip, started to gap to the final turn then tired badly in the stretch -
definitely disappointing in her first start back at 3. FOX VALLEY CACHET got away in the back and was
never in it. SUMMER FLAME broke before the start

Race 7 - OH BOY left well to a spot in 3rd, pulled uncovered past the stands and trotted right on by past
5/8ths, felt pressure coming on the final turn from HUNTING AS but had no trouble turning that one back,
then drawing off in the lane to his 2nd straight dominant victory! HUNTING AS got flushed out by
ETHAN T HANOVER then gained cover from the winner, was left first over to 3/4s and soon pressing the
winner to the final turn, proved no match once they turned for home and had to settle for 2nd best tonight.
FULL RIGHTS left well and secured the two hole trip, was stuck behind the stopping leader on the back
side but fortunate to sip out behind HUNTING AS to 3/4s, was up into 3rd on the final turn then continued
to trot well to the end, a solid 3rd place finisher. SWISS HOUSE ON FIRE stayed inside from 6th, finally
shook free behind a stopper on the final turn and did finish up well to grab 4th. ETHAN T HANOVER had
to back off 5th after being outleft, came out from turn two and ended up 3rd over in the outer flow he
started, gapped cover on the back side and allowed FULL RIGHTS to slip out, never really grabbed the bit
then was outkicked for 4th in the lane - it SEEMED like he was heading back in a good direction, but did
take a step backwards today. GEMOLOGIST sat last all the way, seemingly indifferent to the action up
front. BROKNHEARTSVILLE was off the car at the start then out 4th over from turn three, swung wide
from the back on the final turn but had even trot (at best) from there. WILLY WALTON left crisply to the
top off turn one, offered no resistance as the winner trotted by him on the back side and eventually folded
all the way to last - unfortunately, another major clunker

Race 8 - BAZILLIONAIRE dropped in 3rd on turn one then was back to 4th on turn two, came out to turn
three and was able to trot by the stopping leader into a snail-like :30.1 third panel, felt
EMPEREURTHEBEST FR coming at him to the wire and somehow was able to hang on by the slightest of
noses, picking up one of his rare victories! EMPEREURTHEBEST FR was slow off the car from his pole
position and got away 5th, ended up following the winner off turn three then was left uncovered in 2nd to
the final bend, had aim through the stretch and surged right at the wire....but came up a hair shy in the
tough-beat photo! GREG made the top and seated a couple of leavers but had to let EMOTIONS RICHES
go past the quarter, somehow avoided a horrendous shuffle when that leader gave way and stopped to 3/4s,
moved back in behind the top pair to the final turn but couldn't kick home nearly enough to be a stretch
threat... and was a well beaten 3rd at the end. LIMERENCE took the pocket on turn one then was back to
3rd on turn two, shook free of a shuffle to the final turn but had nothing further from there, finishing a well
beaten 4th. MUSCLE STAR joined the live flow 3rd over on the back side but just came up completely
empty in a disappointing performance. EMOTIONS RICHES was moving from 5th on the first turn and
was able to take command past the quarter, gave way to the winner to 3/4s and basically just stopped after
that



Race 9 - SILK CLOUD A went right to the top tonight and rattled off a half in :55.3, continued to roll 3/4s
in 1:24, really extended her lead on the final turn and cruised home to the blowout score under a triple arm
lock - took no $$ and raced ultra-conservatively for her U.S. debut last week, but was simply hammered at
the windows tonight (even money, after being 20-1 ML) -- and clearly Steve Smith was briefed on just how
talented this mare really is...as this was probably his most aggressive/confident drive at Yonkers in the past
5 years! ALTA MADEIRA N dropped in 4th on turn one, was out first over from turn three and was up to
challenge for 2nd on the final bend (after the winner was already drawing off), did take over that spot into
the lane but wasn't anywhere near the impressive winner at the end. BETTERB CHEVRON N came out
from 7th to 3/4s, was up to 5th on the final turn then kicked home with plenty of pace in the lane to rally up
into 3rd - very good this week! FLIP THE SCRIPT left well and grabbed the two hole trip, started to
weaken on the final turn and faded to 4th by the end - just bottomed out chasing the hot pace! CASH ROLL
came off the cones from 5th on the back side but was unable to put together any meaningful bid.
ELLEOFADELI was shuffled back on the cones to the final turn, hitting the wire decently after the fact.
LADYBELUCKYTONITE swung wide from last on the final turn but had no impact at all. GAME OF
SHADOWS got away 3rd and chased ok for 3/4s...but REALLY fell apart after that -- just not ready for this
kind of mile off the layoff

Race 10 - LOS BALLYKEELAMIGO shot right out to an easy lead, rated a slow half before extending his
lead to 3/4s, carried a big advantage into the lane and really was never in doubt from the start! YES moved
up into the pocket on turn one, gapped in the pocket to 3/4s, couldn't stay with the top one but still managed
to preserve the place honors. TORKIL got away last and saved ground all the way, had room between
horses in the stretch and had some mild late trot for the show spot - benefited from the trip, but also raced
ok! BY A HOFF HANOVER lacked his usual early speed and got away 3rd, unable to rally in the lane and
weakening to 4th instead. VINNY DE VIE improved to 5th on turn one, came out 2nd over at the half but
started to struggle on the back side, was blindswitched on the final turn and ended up a very disappointing
5th - seemed to be coming around out of town, but wasn't any good today. GOLDEN CROSS STONE
pulled first over from 4th but never got near the winner, turning in a weak try in his YR debut. MARK OF
A BEAST gave VINNY DE VIE a hole then followed that one 3rd over, had to swing wide from last to
3/4s and was still wide on the final bend...before tiring into the stretch

Race 11 - TRIZZLE TRAZZLE went right to the top and opened a seat for HEAVENISSOFARAWAY
behind her, started to edge away to the final turn then was kept to task to the wire to secure the victory - her
2nd in a row, and Brennan's 5th on the day! BETTORSHIGHLIGHT N left well enough to get away 3rd,
was clear from the top of the lane and kicked home nicely, moving into 2nd and gaining a bit on the winner
to the wire - nice try off the easy trip! PULL ME THROUGH got away 7th, gained inside to the final turn
then came off the cones from 5th, tipped wide and offered some good late life for the show spot - back to
back solid efforts. ALWAYS BE TRUE left ok to a spot in 4th, had room for the drive home but was
outkicked for the show spot - not bad. HEAVENISSOFARAWAY left well to drop in behind the winner,
lost ground on the final turn then faded all the way to 5th in a very disappointing performance. SARAHS
LILLY saved ground from the back, never getting into the hunt. ASHTINI was away slowly before pulling
first over from 5th at the half, went in reverse on the back side and clearly was in "clunker mode" tonight. E
R HILARY was behind the empty ASHTINI and hurt badly...but still ad no offer at all


